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The following are the questions presented to the Shaykh with the corresponding
minute marker from the audio:
1.

If a woman experiences irregular bleeding that makes it difficult to determine
if it is her menstrual bleeding or not, what should she do? She sometimes
bleeds for lengthy periods over two weeks before another month again, she
sees blood again. The menstrual blood is periodic and sometimes she leaves
off ṣalāh because she thinks it is her menses. However it goes on for lengthy
periods and at other times she ignores the blood and prays because she is
unable to tell which is which. Sometimes her menses is light and this other
blood too is also light. She has waited to see if it is her menses before and she
continued on praying in the meantime when she was sure that it was her
menses then she stopped praying. As she suffers light bleeding regularly,
should she wear sanitary pads and change them at every ṣalāh even if it does
not get soaked, does she need to change it repeatedly? [00:01:06]

2.

I have quite some debts, student loans, credit cards in which I am 100%
focusing on paying off. In an effort to put more of my money in removing my
debt, I have an option to move closer to my office. The problem is I would be
further away from the masjid and would not be able to attend daily classes as
I would like. Please advise, if it is okay if I move closer to my office temporary
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to allow me to make bigger payments to ward off my debt or do I move closer
to the masjid so that I may attend constantly? [00:22:47]
3.

Is it upon a male after using the bathroom, a drop or two of urine may come
out uncontrollably on his underwear to make wuḍū for each and every ṣalāh
even if he thinks that none of the drops of urine have come out between the
different ṣalāh after he had made wuḍū? [00:28:24]

4.

What is your advice to the student of knowledge who allows his wife to help
finically support the family while he seeks knowledge? [00:32:54]

5.

I am a sister who a couple of years ago took loans without ribā regarding the
school that I went to. At that time I was not working so that was the reason I
took the loan; so I can afford going to that school. Lately, I got a job to pay
back the loan. This is a job where I sometimes come in contact with talking to
the men in the workplace. And I know this is not correct so I have come to
know that this work is not good for my Dīn and that I should quit. However, I
still continue working there because I have to pay back the loan. What should
I do ? [00:41:24]
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